District leadership is isolating. 
Don’t lead alone.

Join Leadership Circle—a community for collaborative district leaders and their teams.

Circles are better than rows.

Our exclusive community of K–12 superintendents and senior team members provides an intimate and trusted space to collaborate efficiently and authentically with like-minded peers, with individualized support and pragmatic content that helps get the job done.

If not now, when?

If you weren’t already one of the busiest people on the planet, COVID-19 changed that. As a member of Leadership Circle, you’ll get help breaking from the traditional sit-and-get professional development model, so that you can spend what little time you have working directly with your colleagues to drive meaningful change in your schools.

“Great balance of pragmatism and peer consulting and feedback!”

—Brian Hightower, Superintendent Cherokee County (GA) Schools

Don’t lead alone. Visit cognia.org/leadershipcircle
Our Solution

Superintendents and their teams need and deserve an innovative, collaborative, and intimate community that reaches beyond their backyards. Here's what Cognia Leadership Circle members get.

**Solution Circle**
Circling up is what we do best. Whenever needed, our members can launch a “Solution Circle.” Members submit their problems using an online form and we gather school leaders from around the country to collaborate and discuss solutions within the week. We facilitate the discussion, so you can focus on leading.

**Online Leadership Community**
The Cognia Learning Community is an efficient and interactive online tool for leaders to find our content and share their learning and ideas. Everything we do is stored here for our leaders.

**Think Tanks**
Leadership challenges are often specific and nuanced, depending on the environment. However, across the country, leaders are struggling through common and complex issues. When trends emerge, we pull together a “Think Tank,” a live and recorded discussion with leaders focused on pragmatic solutions.

**Unique and Relevant Content**
Leaders don't have time for sit-and-get PD or typical webinars that are often not effective. Weekly, we provide live and on-demand “Leader Chats” that are focused on your biggest challenges. Our members can engage with top education leaders from around the country.

**Face-to-Face Events**
We have learned many cost-effective and efficient ways for leaders to engage, but we all still crave face-to-face opportunities. If you travel to a meeting, you should count on getting open networking and true discourse. Our events deliver that. We limit talking at our members and encourage true collaboration, in the firm belief that circles are better than rows.

---

**Pricing**
Costs vary depending on how many district team members participate.

**Safety**
When the time is right, Cognia Leadership Circle members will be invited to attend face-to-face gatherings. Events are TBD based on safety conditions.

Connect with Cognia Leadership Circle leadershipcircle@cognia.org

For more information on Improvement Solutions, visit cognia.org/improvement.